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How to create an explanatory video on a Chromebook 

A video explanation saves our time. In a large organization or classroom, a well-
crafted video reduces the need for us to repeat our self. The video handles the 
task. It also helps us explain a complicated or complex topic. A co-worker or 
student can pause the video to consider a detail, or view the video as many times 
as needed to understand the explanation. 

You can create this type of explanatory video on a Chromebook. Both Explain 
Everything and Lensoo Create allow you to combine text, images, and illustrations 
with recorded voice or video. Screencasting apps, like Movenote, Screencastify, or 
Google Hangouts, work too. For example, with a Google Hangout on Air, you share 
your screen or Slides and then save your session to YouTube. 

There's a difference between Explain Everything and Lensoo Create and the 
screencast apps, though. The screencast apps are like a live performance: you 
explain things as you go—with one chance to get things right. Explain Everything 
and Lensoo Create are more like a studio recording: you build each part step-by-
step. 

Lensoo Create 

Lensoo Create opens to a full-screen app on my Toshiba Chromebook 2. When I 
start a new recording, the available menu options display to the left of a white 
screen, below a timer with a record button (Figure A). Add text, shapes, and 
images, then press record—and press again to pause the recording. Press the > 
key in the lower left corner of the screen to advance to a new blank slide. To share 
your project, you publish it to http://create.lensoo.com, after which you may also 
downloaded it as an MP4 file in SD resolution.  

 
Figure  A 
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Lensoo Create on a Chromebook offers a fast, full-screen way to create a basic 
explanatory video. 
Lensoo Create offers both free and paid options. The entirely free solution 
offers "unlimited recordings to 15 minutes." The paid version, which costs 
$1.99 per month or $14.99 per year, extends recording time to 30 minutes, 
includes more shapes, and real-time video recording. The paid version also 
improves the resolution of downloads to HD. The app is available for Chrome 
devices from the Chrome Web Store. iOS and Android versions are also 
available. 
 
Explain Everything 
Explain Everything opens in a floating window that fills just a small portion of 
the screen on my Toshiba Chromebook 2 (Figure B). When I start a new project, 
I first choose a color template, then the menu options display to the left of a 
white screen, with slide and recording information displayed below. 
 

  
Figure B 

 
Explain Everything on a Chromebook provides many powerful options, 
including audio-recording on each slide. 
Explain Everything records audio for each slide independently (Figure C). That 
allows for some added flexibility. If I make a mistake recording audio on a slide, 
I can redo the audio for that slide—without affecting the audio for any of the 
other slides. Explain Everything projects may be saved to Google Drive, 
exported to YouTube, or exported to MP4 format (on your Chromebook or on 
Google Drive). Slides may also be saved as a PDF or image files. 

 
Figure C 

According to a post on the company's site, "After 30 days, the app requires a 
single-time purchase license key ($2.99 USD)," with bulk purchase discounts—
including a 50% discount for educational institutions—offered. iOS and Android 
versions are also available. 
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Know about some of the Functions in PHP 

Invoking a function 

We can invoke a function by simply specifying function name if it is already 

defined in the library. 

For example the pow() function is used to calculate the power of a number. 

1. <?php   
2.    $value = pow(5, 2); // returns 25   
3.    echo $value;   
4. ?>   

Or we can simply output data in the screer: 

1. <?php   
2.    echo pow(5, 2); //returns 25   
3.    
4. ?>   

Or  echo "Five square equals to ".pow(5,2); ?> 

 

Creating a function 

In PHP the function pseudo code looks as in the following: 

1. function function_name(parameter)   
2. {   
3.    //Function body   
4. }  

For example: 

1. <?php     
2. function fun($para)  
3. {   
4.    echo " you are inside function fun which has parameter $par

a";   
5. }   
6.   fun("hello");   
7. ?>   

Output: you are inside function fun which has parameter hello 

Preceding function argument is passed by value in which any changes made inside 

the function are ignored outside the function. 

Pass by reference: Here changes inside the function take effect outside the 

function as seen in the following example with the $cost variable being passed 

using a reference using ‘&’ in the function calculatePrice(). 

1. <?php   
2.    $price = 21;   
3.    $tax = 0.275;    
4.    function calculatePrice(&$price, $tax)  

 

http://www.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://www.unifiedinfotech.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/php1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.unifiedinfotech.net/perk-up-your-coding-skills-in-2015-with-happening-php-tips/&h=258&w=664&tbnid=W6MF6ZnmK6TtCM:&docid=LHatrd0y6Wa0jM&ei=KyztVfHHNYb8ULnriIgI&tbm=isch&ved=0CHQQMyg8MDxqFQoTCLGJgrqj5McCFQY-FAoduTUCgQ
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5.  {   
6.       $price = $price + ($price * $tax);   
7.       $tax+= 6; //some updating in $tax so the output changes 

outside function   
8.    }     
9.    calculatePrice($price, $tax);   
10.    printf("Tax is %01.2f%% ", $tax * 100);   
11.    printf("Price is: $%01.2f", $price);   
12. ?>   

The output is:   Tax is 27.50% Price is: $26.77 

 

Default argument 

A default argument is used when no value is passed to an argument of a function. 

A default value is then assigned to the argument, for example: 

1. <?php    
2.    function func($var1, $var2 = "hello")   
3.    {   
4.       echo $var1, $var2; //here $var2 takes default argument w

hich is “hello”   
5.    }     
6.    func("hello ");   
7. ?>  

The output is:hello hello 

It gives the following error if you don’t provide an argument for the function. 

Missing argument 2 for func(), called in C:\xampp\htdocs\ex.php: 

1. <?php   
2.    
3.    function func($var, $var1)   
4.    {   
5.       echo $var, $var1;   
6.    }   
7.    func("hello");   
8. ?> 
 

Type Hinting 

PHP5 introduces a new function type hinting that forces the parameter of a 

function to be an object of a certain class or to be arrays. We can’t use a scalar 

data type with it. If the type doesn’t match then it will return a fatal error.  

See an example to understand this: 

1. <?php   
2.    class cat     
3.    {   
4.       public   
5.    
6.       function do_drool()   
7.       {   
8.          echo " This is cat class\n";   
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9.      }   
10.    }     
11.    class dog    
12.    {   
13.    }     
14.    function drool(cat $some_cat)   
15.    {   
16.       $some_cat->do_drool();   
17.    }       
18.    $poppy = new cat();   
19.    drool($poppy);   
20. ?>   

This gives the output:This is cat class 

Explanation of the preceding example: If we use the dog class then it simply 

gives a fatal error because of type mismatch. We must pass an argument of type 

class cat. 

The return Statement 

The return statement returns the value to the caller function and also returns the 

execution control to the caller program. If return() is globally called then it's 

specific script execution is terminated. 

Example  

1. <?php    
2.    function fun($para)   
3.    {   
4.       echo " you are inside function fun which has parameter $p

ara";   
5.       return " hello";   
6.    }    
7.    echo fun("hello");   
8. ?>   

This gives the following output:hello hello 

 

Return Multiple Values in PHP 

In PHP sometimes we need to return more than one value and this can be done 

using a very simple construct, list(). The list() construct gives a method for 

retrieving values from an array as in the following: 

1. <?php     
2.    function names()   
3.    {   
4.       $user[] = "sandeep";   
5.       $user[] = "pankaj";   
6.       $user[] = "rahul";   
7.    return $user;   
8.    }     
9.    list($user1, $user2, $user3) = names();   
10.    echo " user1: $user1, user2: $user2, user3: $user3";   
11. ?>   

This gives the output:user1: sandeep, user2: pankaj, user3: Rahul 

In this article we see reusability of code using a functional approach in PHP. We 

learned how to invoke functions, pass arguments among functions 
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IT Summit on “Industry Expectation from Graduating IT Professionals, Gaps & 
Possible Remedies” on 1st August, 2015 at I.T.S, Mohan Nagar 

 

   

IT Summit on “Industry Expectation from Graduating IT Professionals, Gaps & Possible Remedies” was organized 

by the Department of IT at ITS, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad. The Summit was inaugurated by Honorable Vice 

Chairman - I.T.S The Education Group - Shri. Arpit Chadha and Chief Guest - Shri. Romy Chopra, Sr. Vice President, 

NIIT Technologies, Dr. Sunil Kr Pandey - Director (IT) and Prof. Puja Dhar Coordinator (MCA) and Dr. Umang 

Singh. The gathering was addressed by these eminent Guests during the inaugural session. 

The summit witnessed a grand success and attracted large number of participation. Approximately 170 delegates 

including students (BCA & MCA Course), delegates and invited guests visited ITS, Mohan Nagar Campus for this 

summit. The summit was planned in three different sessions including the inaugural and dedicated on different 

dimensions of employability issues including Technical, Behavioural , HR at Global Scenario.  

In Session-1 experts from leading IT Companies discussed & deliberated on Techno-HR Issues related to Graduating 

IT Professionals. The Panel included Sri. Aditya Sharma, Global Head - Innovations, Birlasoft Solutions, Sri. Vikas 

Tripathi, Sr. Hr Manager, TCS, Sri. Rajdeep Paul, Sr. Project Manager, SOPRA Group, Ms. Swati Mehra, BI 

Consultant, NIIT Ltd., Mr. Arun Bhatnagar, Director - SoftPark21. This session was focused on panel theme of 

summit “Evolving Technologies and preparedness of graduating IT Professionals : A Techno-HR Perspective”, 

constructive and continuous dialogue & interaction between both the entities i.e. Academic Institutes & Industry. 

In Session-2 , the issue of discussion & deliberations was focused on Technical Dimension related to Graduating IT 

Professionals. The Panel included Mr. Ajay Agrawal, CEO, BM Engineers, Mr. Kamal Dodeja, Global Support Head, 

ORACLE Corp., Mr. Amit Panwar, Solution Architect, SAP Labs, Mr. Vikas Sharma, Sr. Program manager, WIPRO 

Technologies and Mr. Sateesh Rai, Sr. Product Architect, TCS. This session was focused on panel theme of summit 

“Expectations of IT Industry from young IT Professionals, Gaps & Remedies: A Technical Perspective”, in which 

panelist emphasized on self learning approach for grooming of technical skills to keep IT graduating students 

updated and always keep themselves ready to deliver either it is matter of latest technology and technology 

migration.  

All the sessions witnessed high class of deliberations and discussions.  

Happening @ Department of I.T in the month of August, 2015 
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Inauguration & Commencement of Orientation Programme of 19
th

 Batch of MCA 

Programme at I.T.S, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad 

 
Newly admitted 19th Batch of MCA Programme was inaugurated on Wednesday, 19th August, 2015 at the 
institute. Renowned Scientist, Academician, Researcher & former Pro-Vice Chancellor, IGNOU - Prof. M.M. Pant 
was invited as the Chief Guest during the inaugural session of the event. 
 
The event was formally inaugurated with lamp-lighting by Vice Chairman, I.T.S The Education Group – Shri. Arpit 
Chadha, Chief Guest of inaugural Session Prof. M.M. Pant and Director (IT) Dr. Sunil Kr Pandey. In his address, Shri 
Arpit Chadha welcomed newly admitted students and said that students must used all the facilities available in 
the institute and prepare themselves for their better career prospect and employability.  
 
Addressing the students, Director (IT), while welcoming the newly admitted batch of MCA programme said that 
core competency in the specific areas is the need of our and one must be ready to deliver in the industry. With 
these increased expectations and better employability skills are must with holistic development of students and 
efforts of the institute are aligned to meet these expectations. In his address, Dr. Pandey motivated students and 
advised them to grasp the conceptual aspects of the course with their practical implementation. While 
emphasizing on the need of industry-led preparation, Dr. Pandey said that the entire curriculum needs to be 
supplemented with the identified gaps with industrial requirements. To bridge this gap IT Department is 
continuously working on this and time to time number of Personality Development classes, value added modules, 
workshops are organized. 
 
Prof. Puja Dhar, Coordinator  - MCA Programe, presented a brief report on institutional activities and 
opportunities made available to students for learning and developing various skill sets including and tie-ups as 
academia-industry partnership programme with SOPRA. Prof. Puja Dhar also mentioned about the departmental 
initiatives towards providing students with the latest updates about the technological advancements, newer 
technologies and researches through institutional and individual membership for students of CSI etc. 
 
Prof. Pant, addressing as the Chief Guest of the session, emphasized on the need of focusing fundamentals. He 
said that industry has huge requirement of IT Professionals but the employable resource is a big challenge. He 
advised students to be focused in their studies, be innovative, flexible for learning newer technologies and keep 
close watch on the industrial developments. He said that need of the hour is to follow the principle “Work Hard 
Study Smart”. Apart from technical requirement, Prof. M.M. Pant emphasized upon developing and sharpening 
soft skills which are very crucial, in a globalized environment, to get selected and survive in the industry.  He 
shared his experiences with the students and said that their attitude will play very crucial role in their final 

Happening @ Department of I.T in the month of August, 2015 
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selections and this needs to be taken very seriously by the students. Prof. M.M. Pant greeted all the students and 
wished them for their success. 
 
Registrar -I.T.S Mohan Nagar, Mr. V.K. Saxena addressed the students and briefed about the rules and regulations 
of the institute. Prof. Sauresh Mehrotra, Chairperson – Computer Centre briefed the students with the available 
computing infrastructure and facilities in the institute for the students. Librarian, Mr. Vijay Kumar, briefed the 
students about the facilities available in Library and rules to be followed-up. 

 
 

Towards end of the event, Prof. Puja Dhar extended vote of thanks and wished them all the best for their bright 
future. Earlier, Prof. Puja Dhar introduced all IT faculty members to the students.    
 
The Orientation Programme commenced in the Post-Lunch session. The first session was on “Basic 
Communication & Team Building” and was focused on understanding each other, building confidence and group 
involvement. Prof. G.K. Dwivedi and Prof. Shikha Arora from Dept of Management were the facilitators in this 
session. The session went on well and students were much appreciative of this session. 
 
The one-week orientation programme comprised of the sessions on Personality Traits, Communication, 
Interpersonal Skills, Session on IT, Data Structure, foundation for computer science etc. This one week orientation 
programme completed on 22nd August, 2015 and concluded up with the formal gathering and interaction with 
parents, Alumni, students, faculty and students of existing batches.  
 
Alumni from different batches working in leading organizations including Mr. Manish Sharma (2005, Syscom), Mr. 
Shivam Sharma (2005, Avon Hewitt), Ms. Manu Malik (2006, HCL Technologies), Mr. Neeraj Gupta (2008, 
Infogain), Mr. Bibhuti Mishra (2012, NIIT Technologies), Mr. Sachin Verma (2013, Pragya), Mr. Abhishek Aggarwal 
(2015, IBM) and Mr. Ayush Bhardwaj (2015, Paramarsh) were present during this session.  
 
The ceremony was followed by the Hi-Tea with faculties, Alumni, newly admitted students and their seniors. 
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First off tell us how you were "discovered" and how your modeling career all started? 

I was first "discovered" by my family my friends who told me to join modeling or acting. Then I 

participated in a competition over there I got best photogenic face and best walk. Then I gave several 

auditions, i got offers from leading agencies in Delhi and from various well known designers and I signed 

with them and become the fresh face of this glamour world.. 

What has been your favorite shoot/campaign/work to date? 

My favorite shoot to date would have to be.. When I shot for snapdeal.com and flipkart.com was so 

good! Amazing clothes and as well when I walked for iifd India Runway Week 2015, I walked with 

various celebrities over there and for well known designers.. 

How do you handle the pressure and also the adulation of being an ‘it’ boy of the male 

modeling industry in the country? 

I always think positive; I am a very calm person by disposition and I believe in honest hard work. There 

are no shortcuts to success, and the adulation is always very welcome. 

We all know the grind that one has to go through to make it big in the modeling industry. It 

gets all the tougher for a male model. What advice or tips would you like to share with the 

newcomers? What are the hurdles/challenges (Read: Rejections too) you have faced .How 

have you handled it? 

Keep focused, always work hard, and put your energy in the right direction. Rejections are part of the 

game, and in the end only benefit you as an individual as you emerge stronger. Most important, you 

should always have an alternative career option. I would never suggest leaving studies or a secured job 

for modeling till at least you are confident of your success and earnings. 

What's the best and not-so-best thing about being a male model? 

The low demand and high supply scenario of the male modeling scene is depressing. Also, 

every model has to understand that this is a short career. The highs of being a model are the 

celebrity status it comes with and the love of fans. 

Pratyush Chaudhary 

MCA (2013-15) 
 

An exclusive interview with Male Model 

“Pratyush Choudhary” 
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 What do you think about state of men’s fashion right now? 

The men’s fashion industry is globalizing day by day and the clothes are now quite 

international in style and cuts. Indian fashion wear, including menswear is definitely making a 

mark on the international scene.  

Who inspires you? 

John Abraham, probably the greatest modern Indian male model. He has been my constant 

source of inspiration in the field. 

Do we also see an actor in Pratyush Choudhary?  Is acting on your bucket list? If yes, 

what kind of characters do you desire to play? 

Yes, acting is definitely on the cards, and I hope that we will soon be talking in detail about my 

acting career. Though I am open to all kinds of interesting and meaty roles, action and 

romance are my favourite genres, for example Tom Cruise in Top Gun 

Quick Fire: 

What’s your favourite fragrance? 

Hugo Boss 
What is your personal style? What’s your wardrobe staple? 

Casual; Jeans, t-shirt, boots and sneakers 
What’s your guilty pleasure? 
Sweets 

Describe yourself in three words. 
Hardworking, ambitious and generous 

Best quote ever 
Ambition never comes to an end! 
A dream you want to come true 

Obviously films, and also a modeling academy of my own 
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Disclaimer: 

VIBRANCE, an e-magazine is just a compilation of news, articles from various sources like websites, journals, news 

papers and magazines and hence no personal analysis is being done by the members. Editors would not be responsible 

for any undertakings. 

Announcement and Contact Details 

VIBRANCE is an E-magazine of Department of I.T, I.T.S, Ghaziabad. We look forward to the 

contribution from our students, alumni, faculty members and industry experts. 

Contributors are advised to send their contribution to our editorial team at: 
Faculty Advisor: 

Prof. Puja Dhar    pujadhar@its.edu.in   

Student Editors: 
Atul Rai-MCA-2nd yr.  atulrai.lt2014@its.edu.in  
Rahul Pant- MCA- 2nd yr.  rahulpant.lt2014@its.edu.in  

 
 
 


